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Let E denote the d-dimensional integer lattice and fix a finite subset L C E 
which contains the orgin, 0 EL. For S C E we define the L-boundary of S as 
a,s={t=I+s:l~L,s~S,t~S). 
Let X(t), t E E, be a stationary, mean zero, real-valued Gaussian process with 
spectral measure d(dB) on the d-dimensional torus T; 
EX(t) X(s) = 1 exp{i(t - s). I!?} d(d0). 
T  
For any set S C E we denote the L2 span of the variables {X(s): s E S} by H(S) 
and we write &(X(t)1 S) for the conditional expectation of X(t) given the variables 
{X(s): s E S}. 
Following Rosanov [2] we say X(t) is an L-field if &(X(s) 1 {t: t # s)) E 
H(&{s}) for each s E E. X(s) is L-Markovian if for each finite S C E and s E S 
&(X(s) ] {t: t $ S)) E H(8,S). Each L-Markovian field is an L-field and in 
[2, Sect. 41 Rosanov attempts to prove the converse. His argument is essentially 
correct but it implicitly assumes that X(t) is not completely deterministic. 
Chay [I, p. 541 has given examples of completely deterministic L-fields that 
are not L-Markovian. These examples even occur when d = 1. Take X(t) = 
U cos(th) + V sin(tA) where 7J and V are independent n(0, l), A = r r/2 and r 
is a rational number that is not an integer. 
In the present paper we show that although an L-field X(t) need not be 
L-Markovian, it does enjoy a weaker Markov property. 
THEOREM. I f  X(t) is an L-field then X(t) is M-Markovian, where 
M = L -L = {li - 1) : li , lj EL}. 
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Proof. M r) L so that X(t) is an M-field. Since Rosanov’s argument is valid 
when X(t) is not completely determinist we may assume that X(t) is completely 
deterministic. It follows that X(0) = &(X(O) 1 {t # 0)) E H(&{O}), and thus, 
there are constants {b, : I EL} with b, = 1 for which 0 = C &X(Z) and by 
stationarity 0 = C b,X(t + I). Thus 
0 = E (1 b,X(Z)) X(t) = Ir (c b,eiz’s) ebt.0 d(d9) 
for each t E E. It follows that d(A) is supported on the set 2 = (0 E T : 0 = 
CL b,eiz’e}. Introduce the nonzero polynomial G(0) = j C b,eiz’e I2 = CM c, eimse, 
where c, = c bz6~-m . 
Now let s E SC E be fixed. We must show X(s) E H(&S). To see this let 
Y = X(s) - &(X(s) 1 a&S) an consider the sequence u(t) = EX(t)Y. Then d 
u(t) = 0 for t E a,,.$, and fromz b,X(t + I) z 0 it follows thatx c&t + m) z 0. 
It suffices to show that u(t) = 0 for t E S. To this end we introduce a new 
sequence v(t) with v(t) = u(t) if t E S and v(t) = 0 for t $ S. Then 
C c,o(t + m) = 0 for t E S since u(t) = o(t) for t E S + M and 
= w(n) ein.e ’ G( -0) de. 
Since G > 0 a.e. this shows w(t) = 0 and that u(t) = 0 for t E S, which com- 
pletes the proof. 
Comment. We can associate with each finite set S a discrete “Dirichlet 
problem.” Given the boundary data {f(n): n E a,S} find a function {u(n): 
n E S + M} so that f (n) = u n I n E 8,s and satisfying the difference equation ( ) ‘f 
C%(t) = 2 c&t + m) = 0 for t E S. Our proof that X(t) is M-Markovian is 
simply a proof that solutions of the Dirichlet problem are determined by the 
boundary data. The positivity of G(0) = C c,eim.e is a sufficient condition 
for this uniqueness but it is by no means necessary. Thus, in any given case there 
may well exist some set L, with L CL, $ M for which X(t) is L,-Markovian but, 
in general, the set M is the best possible. 
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